
 

 

 

1. Does your offer target a B2B (business-to-business) niche or a B2C 
(business-to-consumer) niche? 

Explanation:  B2B marketers offer products or services to other businesses, independent 
professionals or entrepreneurs to enable them to sustain or grow their enterprises. B2C 
marketers offer products or services to consumers that are ultimately the “end users.” 

B2B vs. B2C: “Beaded Jewelry Designers” vs. “Beaded Jewelry Designs for Kids” or “Coaching 
for Accountants” vs. “Personalized Accounting Services” or “Cupcake Merchandising Ideas” vs. 
“Cupcake Recipe Ideas” or “Internet Marketing Secrets E-course” vs. “Online Shopping Tips” 

My offer targets (circle one): B2B    /       B2C  

 

2. Is your offer best suited to be promoted locally or globally? 

Explanation:  A “local market” refers to customers who make online purchases relevant to 
their local geographic area such as a city or county.  A “global market” refers to customers 
who make purchases without geographic preference and can access the offer from anywhere. 

Local vs. Global: “Wellness Centers in Arizona” vs. “Eliminate Back Pain E-book” or “Doggy 
Day Care in NYC” vs. “Puppy Housebreaking DVD” or “Raw Food Restaurant Franchise in SF” 
vs. “Raw Food Recipes by Email” or “CPA in Los Angeles” vs. “Lower Your Tax Bills E-course” 

My offer best suited to be promoted (circle one):   Locally     /     Globally  

 

3. Is your target audience motivated and influenced to make a buying 
decision as a result of an urgent PAIN or an intense PASSION? 

Explanation:  Urgent PAIN niches are motivated to take action by “moving-away” from the 
problems or predicaments they face.  Intense PASSION niches are motivated by “moving-
toward” solutions or results that provide and add more satisfaction and joy in their lives. 

Pain vs. Passion: “Menopause Therapy” vs. “Botox Treatments” or “Insomnia” vs. “Dating 
Tips” or “Foreclosure Financing” vs. “Exotic Vacations” or “Traffic Ticket Defense” vs. 
“Antique Car Magazine” or “PC Data Recovery Services” vs. “Apple iPhone Applications” 

My target market is motivated by (circle one): Pain    /    Passion  

 



4. Is your offer fulfilled online or fulfilled offline? 

Explanation:  Offers fulfilled online are typically digitally delivered products such E-books or 
software or services such as teleseminars or phone coaching. Offers fulfilled offline are 
physical products delivered through delivery services such as UPS, or services such as 
workshops or 1-to-1 consulting. 

Online vs. Offline: “Membership Site” vs. “Printed Newsletter” or “E-book vs. Hard Cover 
Book” or “Teleseminar Series” vs.“3-Day Workshop” vs. “Software Digitally Delivered” vs. 
“Software on CD” or “Email Coaching Tips” vs. “Personalized Coaching” or “Audio/Video 
Download” vs. “CD/DVD Set” or “PDF Transcription” vs. “Paper Transcription” 

 

My offer is most often fulfilled (circle one): Online    /   Offline 

 

5. Is your offer a product or a service? 

Explanation:  A “product” refers to a B2B or B2C offer that fulfills customer needs without 
depending on on-going interaction to deliver value.  A “service” refers to a B2B or B2C offer 
that fulfills customer needs with a dependence on on-going interaction to deliver value. 

Product vs. Service: “How To Course” vs. “Personalized Coaching Program” or “Laptop” vs. 
“Autoresponder Service” or “Car Insurance E-book” vs. “Car Insurance Service” or “Business 
Accounting Software” vs. “Book Keeping Services” or “Legal Handbook” vs. “Legal Advice” 

My offer is a (circle one):      Product    /    Service 

 

6. Are you primarily a direct seller or affiliate reseller of the offer? 

Explanation:  A “direct seller” fulfills market offers and handles the fulfillment, refunds, 
customer care, affiliate management and assumes liability risks for the market offer 
(product/service).  An “affiliate reseller” actively recommends and promotes a seller’s 
product or service and typically gets paid for confirmed prospect referrals or customer sales.  

Direct Seller vs. Affiliate Reseller: “Peak Potentials” vs. “Ambassadors” or “Herbalife” vs. 
“Herbalife Distributors” or “ClickBank Vendors” vs. “ClickBank Affiliates” or “New York Life 
Insurance Company” vs. “New York Life Insurance Agent”  

I am primarily a (circle one):   Direct Seller   /    Affiliate Reseller 


